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Abstract
One way to explore the linkages between language use and national character is to
scrutinize the way the national language is corrupted, or “linguistic corruption”.
Linguistic corruption can be understood as a way of speaking that does not comply with
accepted language standards, but rather tends towards ill-considered, irresponsible,
haphazard or even dishonest expression. This frequently occurs in the public arena, a
place where one would expect the primacy of courteous, well ordered speech in the
interests of broad “national advancement”. This self-reflexive paper examines several
cases which exemplify language corruption. Linguistic corruption (as flawed
expression) may occur through imperfect education, a matter which is beyond the scope
of the present paper. More importantly, this paper proposes that linguistic corruption
often reflects the attitude that language need not comply with principles, and proposes
an analogy between unthinking disregard for linguistic principles and a similarly
unthinking disregard for moral principles. This is manifested in the character and
identity of part of the Indonesian nation, and is in part a reflection of the cultural
hegemony of the political elite and bureaucracy.

Key words:  linguistic corruption, Indonesian, I-grammar, I-morality, moral character,
morality, rules, representations, intentionality, taken for granted
knowledge, blurring (the) boundaries

Salah satu cara meneluri keterkaitan antara pemakaian bahasa dan karakter bangsa
adalah meneropong bagaimana bahasa bangsa itu “dikorup”,  atau “korupsi bahasa”
(linguistic corruption).  Korupsi bahasa dapat dipahami sebagai suatu cara berbahasa
yang tidak mematuhi kaidah bahasa, tetapi lebih merupakan ekspresi yang asal-asalan,
“semau-gue”, tidak peduli, tidak bertanggung jawab atau bahkan tidak jujur.  Ikhwal
ini sering terjadi  pada ranah publik tempat santun-berbahasa dan keapikan berbahasa
diharapkan dan dijunjung tinggi demi kemajuan suatu bangsa.  Makalah refeksif ini
menelaah beberapa kasus yang mencontohkan korupsi bahasa.  Korupsi bahasa
(sebagai ekspresi yang keliru) dapat terjadi melalui pendidikan yang salah, suatu
masalah di luar cakupan makalah ini.  Makalah ini berargumen bahwa korupsi bahasa
sering merefleksikan sikap bahwa berbahasa tidak perlu mematuhi prinsip-prinsip, dan
mengajukan suatu analogi antara perlakuan tanpa penalaran tentang kaidah-kaidah
bahasa dan perlakuan tanpa penalaran prinsip-prinsip moral. Ikhwal ini
termanifestasikan dalam karakter dan identitas sebagian bangsa Indonesia, dan
sebagian merupakan cermin dari hegemoni kultural elit politik dan birokrasi.

Kata kunci: korupsi bahasa, bahasa Indonesia, asal-asalan, “semau gue”, karakter
moral, moralitas, kaidah-kaidah, representasi, intensionalitas,
pengetahuan yang sudah membudaya, pelenyapan batas tersamar

 “But if thought corrupts language, language can also corrupt thought…”
George Orwell
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IS LANGUAGE RELATED TO MORAL CHARACTER?

Recently much attention has been paid to breaches of morality, such as abuse of power,
corruption, injustice and violence in public domain, however the misuse of language, here the
Indonesian language, is largely ignored. While many people believe that it is necessary to
introduce a solid character education to equip young Indonesians with positive values to
enhance national progress, they also believe that misuse of the national language is
unproblematic. Language is seen as having little connection with moral character. It is only an
instrument for achieving specific goals, and words are no more than ideas that are subjective
and relative.

In fact, language is related to moral character. Language as a metaphor for thinking
about the nature of society has led many scholars to study linguistic expression in relation to
social action. The concept is not new. Well before contemporary scholars proposed a parallel
between verbal expression and mental processes, George Orwell (1946:1-8) wrote his famous
essay “Politics and the English Language” from which the opening quotation is drawn.
Speaking of what he saw as the decline of a language, he wrote that English “… becomes ugly
and inaccurate because our thoughts are foolish, but the slovenliness of our language makes it
easier  for  us  to  have  foolish  thoughts…”.  Here  he  seems  not  to  be  advocating  a  Sapir-Whorf
linguistic relativity/determinism approach, but rather looking at language and thinking as
analogous, interactive processes.

Subsequent and more specialist linguists and social philosophers have taken these ideas
further. They include Austin (1962) and Searle (1969) on speech acts, Grice (1989) on
conversational postulates, maxims and implicatures, and Brown and Levinson (1987) on
politeness. Various social and political issues have also been examined through “text and talk”,
featuring the production and reproduction of social inequality and domination, such as racism
and sexism in the last few decades (Kress & Hodge 1978; Fowler, Hodge, Kress & Trew 1979;
Fairclough 1989; Van Dijk 1993; Wodak 1997; Chilton 2004; Lazar 2005; Van Leeuwen 2005).
All of these studies suggest a relationship between language and morality.

Employing Noam Chomsky’s generative grammar, Mikhail (2011, 2007), Harman
(1998, 1999, 2005), and Roedder & Harman (2008 [2010]) find that the rules of morality are
analogous to the rules of grammar, and that moral theory is in some respects analogous to
linguistic theory. These last two authorities note that while Chomskyan linguists are concerned
with I-grammar as the abstractly specificable properties of a person’s language, moral theorists
are concerned with a person’s moral standards, which can be called I-morality.  Roedder &
Harman (2008 [2010]: 4-5) argue that:

Just  as  a  grammar specifies  the structure of  a  well-formed linguistic  sentence
by using a specialized linguistic vocabulary, an I-moral grammar might specify
the structure of impermissible actions, using a specialized moral vocabulary.
That is, just as English grammar might specify how a noun phrase and verb
phrase combine to form a grammatical sentence, an I-moral grammar might
specify that that certain actions, in virtue of their structure, are impermissible,
e.g. intentional harm directed towards an innocent person without reason. In
this way, an I-moral grammar might specify certain action-assessment
relationships—or, indeed, character-assessment or situation assessment
relationships.  Thus  the  rules  of  an  I-moral  grammar  would  generate  a  set  of
impermissible  actions,  just  as  a  linguistic  grammar  generates  a  set  of
grammatical sentences. An I-moral grammar would have to specify the relevant
structures of the objects of moral assessment (e.g., acts, character traits,
situations, etc.) using a specialized moral vocabulary, perhaps including terms
like ought, obligation, duty, justice, fairness, right, wrong, responsibility,
excuse, justification, etc.
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Embracing such generative linguistics concepts as competence and performance, and
principles and parameters, they suggest a number of examples to show that transformative
principles within I-grammar can also be found in certain transformative principles within I-
morality. As they further argue (Roedder & Harman 1998 [2010]: 8 )

The linguistic analogy suggests that it might be fruitful to suppose that there is
a distinction between moral competence and performance in something like
Chomsky’s technical sense of the terms “competence” and “performance”. As
in the linguistic case, we might suppose that other considerations beyond one’s
assumed I-morality affect moral intuitions.

John Mikhail (2007) postulates that humans possess an innate moral faculty which is, in
some respects, analogous to the faculty for language. Taking John Rawls' remarks in his now-
classic Theory of Justice (Rawls 1971) about a possible analogy between linguistics and moral
theory, he concludes that moral cognition crucially depends on the creation of our complex
mental representations of actions and their components (Mikhail 2011). Citing Chomsky (2000:
71), Harman ( 2001) proposes that the notion of misuse of language is relevant to the study of
group identification, authority structure, and the like, but it has yet to be taken seriously in
linguistics.

This paper addresses the nexus between language and morality in the context of
contemporary Indonesia. Flawed acts of expression (language corruption) and flawed moral
behaviour both articulate the shared “taken for granted” dimensions of everyday life and the
unresisted hegemonic knowledge of the Indonesian elite and bureaucrats. Their misuse of
Bahasa Indonesia often serves as a model for everyday life and expression. Coupled with
imperfect education, it contributes to illogical, inconsistent and inaccurate (improper or
unacceptable) corporate and individual moral character. This taken for granted knowledge, such
as essentially nonsensical words (including scientific concepts) and sentences, generates a
commonsensical knowledge which many Indonesian live by.

Debate continues within the social sciences and humanities relevant to issues of
linguistic behaviour and moral conduct as a social practice. These include the formalism-
functionalism debate within linguistics, and social psychology’s debate between the social
constructionism and social representationism schools of thought. To me, one school’s
perspectives can help “fill the gap” left by another.

This paper is divided into three sections. Section 2.0 discusses the importance of seeing
language and other social (notably moral) actions both as rules and representations. It discusses
rules and representations, and briefly sketches the concept of intentionality. This helps to clarify
the characteristics of mental states which are then expressed in linguistic and moral behaviour.
While noting that “behaviour” as a reflex or automatic action is commonly contrasted with
“action” as a conscious, purposeful thought or deed, I find difficulty in distinguishing between
extreme cases of these. In considering the misuse of language and issues of morality as both
being the products of deeply entrenched socialization, I will use the terms behaviour and action
interchangeably. Section 3.0 briefly discusses issues of habits and misbehavior. Section 4.0
discusses issues of logic, consistency and accuracy in the use of some words and concepts by
native speakers of Indonesian, and is based on field research interviews (see Appendix). Section
5.0 presents some implications of the issues discussed in this paper.

RULES, REPRESENTATIONS, AND INTENTIONALITY
Language and moral character can both be viewed as mental objects with semantic properties
which are socially produced. Within the social representational perspective, Gerard Duveen
(Duveen and Lloyd 1990; Duveen and De Rosa 1992) proposes that these mental objects evolve
through three different genetic transformations: the ontogenetic levels which involve the
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psychological and cognitive aspects of the self; the microgenetic levels where actual interactions
occur, and the sociogenetic levels of change where particular representations are diffused
through society. Duveen considers the microgenetic levels are the motor for genetic
transformation of social representations. Duveen’s framework helps us understand how our I-
language and I-morality are represented in social context.

Language is a system of symbolic representation of a mental state which is socially
and/or environmentally constituted. Cognitive and psychological determinants of an individual’s
character (identity) are implicated in its production. Self-evidently, language cannot be unique
to an individual. If it were, there could be no common language and no communication.
Likewise, the values related to human social conduct are not unique to individuals. People’s
behaviour and morality are relative to the prevailing social environment. Moral character is thus
socially constituted (represented), and linguistic and moral actions are intersubjective rather
than subjective.

Both language and human moral behavior have underlying rules which govern the
normative and non-normative. In using a language, we need to follow certain principles and
parameters in order to make ourselves understood. Some of these are universal, for example the
three “modal” categories of “obligatory”, “permissible” and “forbidden”. In English these are
expressed as must, may, must not;  in  Latin as debitum, elicitum, interdictum; in Indonesian as
wajib, mubah, haram and so on (Bybee & Fleischman 1995). Similarly there are universal
standards, such as honesty, fairness, politeness and responsibility that we should uphold, and
rules against killing, cheating, lying and doing harm. All of these can be referred to as human
‘moral grammar’.

A standard language can contain non-standard dialects, and an individual within a
language or dialect may have a unique way of using it, or an ideolect. Whether a person
communicates using the standard language, a dialect or a personal ideolect is situationally
determined. Similarly there are moral “languages’, dialects and idiolects, and a person’s choice
of moral behaviour is often dependent on situational clues (Doris 2002, Ross & Nisbett 1991,
Mischel 1968, Fletcher 1966). Doris (2002) notes that behavioral differences are due less to
dispositional differences than to situational ones. People act similarly in similar situations, to a
great extent without the consistency required for trait attribution. Despite this, it is my
contention that people need to observe certain universal and local rules so that society can
function well. Without this guidance people can manipulate the environment to justify changing
their behavior, and others may be subjected to such manipulation. Virtues are like rules of
language that regulate individual and group conduct. In expressing ourselves by using language
as  well  as  involving  ourselves  in  other  social  actions,  we  cannot  claim  that  we  have  an
inalienable right to our own virtues or that our virtues are always as good as anyone else’s.

Apart from rules and representations, we should note that linguistic and social action
involves ‘intentionality’, namely the power of our minds being directed towards some
meaningful target. Our linguistic expressions show how logical, systematic, consistent and
accurate our beliefs or propositions are. Similarly, people’s behavior can be consistent, rigorous,
appropriate and meticulous, responsible, or otherwise. The durability of these qualities can be
referred  to  as  moral  character.  For  example,  the  statement  “The  political  elite  should  not  be
prosecuted for the sake of saving face” demonstrates a mental representation that face-saving is
more important than punishing a politician who has committed a crime. How logical, accurate,
responsible and appropriate the statement is can be evaluated in terms of justice (and other
relevant  criteria).  Thus,  a  person’s  mental  representation  can  serve  as  a  reliable  indicator  of
what that person will do. To a great extent, the character of our mental state can be reduced to a
kind of intentional content.
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HABITS AND SOCIAL ACTIONS

Behaviourists suggest that inappropriate communication or action stems from a mismatch or
distortion of stimuli (observable inputs) and responses (observable outputs). In its application to
language learning this can result in “error”, caused by incomplete mastery of the language’s
rules, or by “mistakes” due to (for example) boredom, fatigue, or carelessness. Cognitivists, on
the other hand, suggest that although people have the ability to relearn ideas, knowledge and
skills, in fact many of them are content to continue practicing what they are accustomed to
(Tomasello 1999). We do not have direct access to “a singular, stable and fully knowable
external reality. All of our understandings are contextually embedded, interpersonally forged,
and necessarily limited” (Neimeyer 1993:1-2). We tend to go down the road we are used to. We
take up and internalize what we consider “true”, and we perform and routinize this action
because it  has  proven to work.  We either  fail  to  recognize its  flaws,  or  we consciously decide
not to correct them. This behaviour provides no possible feedback structure or error control
regulator.3 In the absence of self-reflexive questioning, the ‘garbage in and garbage out’
processes are (re)produced as a “natural order of things”.

So far I have discussed some general issues concerning the close relationship between
linguistic actions and moral actions, and how the national language of Indonesia may be
corrupted. Against this background, the following section looks at some specific examples of
linguistic corruption, and to the extent to which linguistic corruption reflects other social
misbehavior.

LOGICAL, CONSISTENT, AND ACCURATE DIMENSIONS IN THE USE OF
INDONESIAN

This section examines the extent to which some Indonesian people have logical, consistent and
accurate intuitions of their national language, as reflected by several everyday words or
concepts. For this purpose I conducted five brief interviews (about 45 minutes each) with ten
people. I selected words for discussion that could elicit responses indicative not only of the
respondents’ linguistic but also of their moral grammar. The five interviews were separately
conducted in a very relaxed atmosphere between January 2011 and May 2011 in Jakarta,
Bandung and Pontianak. For ethical issues, the respondent’s names are not given.

(1) Interview in Jakarta with two Bahasa Indonesia language teachers. One, a mother with
two children, teaches at a primary school (Informant A), while the other teaches at
secondary school level (Informant B) and is a father with three children.

(2) Interview in Jakarta with two secondary school leavers. One works at a bank, the other
one is a carpenter (Informant C and Informant D)

(3) Interview in Jakarta with two secondary school students (Informant E and Informant F)
(4) Interview in Pontianak with two undergraduate university students, one studying

forestry (Informant G) and the other studying economics (Informant H)
(5) Interview in Bandung with a citizenship education lecturer (Informant I) and a secretary

with undergraduate degree in economics, working in a university, (Informant J)

To discuss logical reasoning in using Indonesian, the words I used as examples were:

· sosialisasi (derived from the the English “socialization”, with the Indonesian meaning
of “to inform, to introduce”);

· lembaga pemasyarakatan (prison, jail), and
· kurang mampu (literally “less able”, used to mean “poor”.2

In talking about issues of inconsistency, I used examples which violate normative collocations
by changing one part of the collocated cluster or “word package”. The collocations used were:
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· loncat tinggi (jump high),
· lompat jauh (jump far), and
· susah, sulit and sukar (words approximately meaning ‘difficult’ or ‘in a difficult state’

in English).

In discussing the issues of accuracy, I used the example of truncated compound words, all
denoting “a variety of”  or  “various”, as in

· berbagai (-bagai),
· beragam (-ragam), and
· bermacam (-macam).

  The use of these words has rarely been contested in Indonesian language studies circles.
The official dictionary (Kamus Bahasa Indonesia) produced by the state-owned Language
Center (Pusat Bahasa) suggests several meanings for them, however it seems that careful users
of the language should question how logically, consistently and accurately they are used in
everyday speech.  It  is  necessary to give some ideas of  what  I  mean by logical,  consistent  and
accurate as follows.

(a) By logical, I mean in agreement with the principles of logic or reasoning. A logical
thinking  process  strives  to  be  free  from  such  fallacies  as  making  sweeping  or  hasty
generalizations and drawing irrelevant conclusions. Thus sufficient evidence and
prudence is of high importance.

(b) By  consistent,  I  mean  a  stable  and  systematic  intuition.  A  person’s  character  is
consistent if that person possesses a behavioural trait which is uniformly manifest in a
wide variety of conditions.

(c)  By accurate, I mean free from error or mistake; exhibiting correctness, exactness or
closeness to fact or truth, often resulting from the exercise of painstaking care or due
diligence. Accuracy implies conformity to a standard or model or a true value. It
depends on the how the data is collected, and is usually judged by comparing several
measurements from different sources.

Using Cognates and Euphemisms
(a) The interviews with informants A, B, C, D, I and J showed that they considered

sosialisasi (socialization) to have one meaning only, namely “to introduce” or “to
inform”. The informants seem were unfamiliar with the original meaning of sosialisasi
(socialization) derived from sociology (notably symbolic-interactionism). In sociology,
socialization (also known as enculturation in anthropology) is the process by which an
individual (especially a child) acquires the knowledge and personality needed to
become  a  full  member  of  a  society.  In  this  context,  socialization  is  seen  not  as
something external to the individual self, but internal, in which the individual is shaped
by social interactions with his or her parents and other people (significant others). In
this context, sosialisasi is a “false friend” of socialization in English.

(b) Informants E and F considered lembaga pemasyarakatan (LP) or lapas as synonymous
with prison or jail. However when they were prompted to consider the meaning of
masyarakat (society), they doubted whether lembaga pemasyarakatan makes sense in
relation to “rehabilitating” a criminal. Prison is a place where convicted criminals are
confined as punishment. Their confinement is an effort to make them aware of the
crimes in the hope that they will not repeat them. A “society” is a large group of people
sharing the same customs, laws and social institutions, and can also denote an
organization, a community or a social class. In society there are many non-criminals and
undetected criminals, but the conditions in a free society are very different from a
prison.  If  a  prison  is  an  institution  for  socialization,  we  may  ask  if  it  can  prepare
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criminals  to  join  (for  example)  the  Linguistic  Society  of  Indonesia  (Masyarakat
Linguistik Indonesia). Thus, as a euphemism for prison or jail, lembaga
pemasyarakatan is illogical. Although a prison is a social institution, it is inaccurate to
assume that a prison is a socializing institution.

(c) The interviews with informants G and H showed that they assumed kurang mampu
(literally  “less  able”)  to  be  the  same  as  “poor”.  But  when  they  reflected  that  “poor”
means having little money or few material possession, while kurang mampu refers to
“having less capacity or ability”, they realized that kurang mampu is an inaccurate and
illogical euphemism for poor. In Indonesian, another meaning of poor (miskin) is “to
lack something”, as in Dia miskin pengalaman dalam menyanyi di depan umum (She
lacks the experience of singing in public). Conversely, in Indonesian mampu denotes
possessing the skills or knowledge required to do something, as in Ina mampu
mengangkat koper 20 kg (Ina is able to lift a 20 kg suitcase). One synonym of mampu in
this sense is sanggup – to be able to or capable of doing something.

Shortening and Blending Words

(d)  Informants A, B, I and J preferred to use berbagai, instead of berbagai-bagai; beragam,
instead of beragam-ragam and bermacam, instead of bermacam-macam.  They  also
considered berbagai-macam is an acceptable form. Although they understood that the
correct expressions are the reduplicated forms, they considered that shortening and
blending them is unproblematic. Of course, this is a violation of Indonesian grammar,
where bagai, ragam and macam are all bound morphemes that cannot stand alone. The
reduplicated forms are the correct ones.

Changing Words: Collocation or Diction?

(e)  Data from the interviews with informants A, B, C and D showed their inclination to use
susah, sulit and sukar interchangeably. All these words denote “difficult” or “in a
difficult state”. Initially they treated the three words as synonymous and
interchangeable, depending on personal whim. However once they were exposed to
contexts where these three words may or may not be used, they realized that they could
use them in a more systematic (accurate and consistent) way without reducing and
possibly enhancing “communicative values”. Thus, susah tends to refer to emotion, sulit
refers to problematic situations or conditions, and sukar refers  to  reasoning,  such  as
solving mathematical problems. For example, one cannot say *Hati gadis itu lagi sukar
(or *Hati gadis itu lagi sulit), but Hati gadis itu lagi susah (The girl’s heart is aching).

(f)  On first enquiry, informants A and B considered loncat and lompat to be synonymous.
Both words mean “jump”. In subsequent discussion they realized that it is possible to
use the two words in a more systematic way. The word loncat properly refers to the
movement of one’s body to a vertical direction, while lompat refers to horizontal
movement. Thus, loncat tinggi and lompat jauh (jump high and jump far), and loncat ke
bawah and lompat ke depan (jump down and jump forward). In English both loncat and
lompat can  only  be  translated  as  to  “jump”  (upwards,  downwards,  forwards  and
backwards). In Indonesian, loncat tinggi and lompat jauh are respectively the athletic
events of high jump and long jump. In Indonesian, jauh cannot be collocated with
loncat (*loncat jauh) and tinggi cannot be collocated with lompat (*lompat tinggi).

LINGUISTIC CORRUPTION AS TAKEN FOR GRANTED AND UNRESISTED
KNOWLEDGE

The foregoing discussion reveals that Indonesian is corrupted at least in three ways: 1) the
tendency to use words which do not make sense, hence illogical language; 2) the tendency to
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use words which do not follow the grammar, hence inconsistent language, and 3) the tendency
to use words using one’s own rules, hence inaccurate or improper or unacceptable language.
One striking phenomenon is that most Indonesians tend to undervalue accuracy or precision,
consistency and logical reasoning in using their national language. They accept error easily, and
seldom think and reflect on the language that they use, particularly new words. Language is but
a means of communication to achieve some specific goals. If the goals are achieved, they do not
consider inappropriate and incorrect expressions as problematic. Such perceptions and practices
make it difficult to develop a culture that encourages systematic, logical and communicative use
of language.

Many Indonesian people tend take incorrect expressions for granted, and accept them as
“natural things”. There is lack of negotiated representation and creative effort to resist the
dominant forces in language use. People tend to uncritically internalize and perpetuate the forms
of thought, feelings and other social practices received from and shaped by the world view of
dominant groups. As a result, linguistic corruption at elite levels becomes linguistic corruption
in the everyday life of the common people.

Linguistic corruption which is not politically motivated appears to be the unthinking,
unconsidered use of language in a way which, if we reflected on it, we would know is incorrect,
but which we use anyway. This happens because not all our knowledge and social
representation is stored in our brains. Our social knowledge is located in social or public space
(Harre 1981). More disturbingly, language corruption has implications for the values, belief
systems and social practices of many Indonesians. It goes beyond an attitude of indifference in
response to uncertainty.

BLURRING THE BOUNDARIES
This short section is intended to link the issues discussed in the literature review with those
exposed from the interviews. In this way we can see the relationship between language
production and moral behaviour by questioning why people prefer lapas to penjara? We can ask
why a criminal is more often diamankan (secured; safeguarded) than ditangkap (being seized or
captured)? Possibly this is because these words blur the boundaries.

· Penjara is unequivocally a bad place to be – it  is  negative. Lapas, with its embedded
reference to masyarakat, is much more positive. We can relate to it without thinking of
prison bars, bad food and misery.

· Even sosialisasi is tainted. It is preferred to verbs meaning ‘to tell, inform, introduce’
something that authority is going to do. Programs to mensosialisasikan something are
often a concealed directive from authority which will change something, and which
people might tend to resent or reject. Linking the directive with the word sosial
implicates the people, society, masyarakat in the process, and therefore makes it more
acceptable.

· The word tangkap (catch or seize, as in ditangkap polisi) is an assertive action verb. No
one wants it to happen to them. Aman is much softer, with connotations of being secure,
safe.  It  blurs  the  boundary  between  the  act  of  forcefully  arresting  a  criminal,  and  the
expression of making people secure and safe.

For the criminal it does not matter if he is ditangkap or diamankan, or if he goes to a penjara or
a lapas. But it does matter to us – we want to think the world is a nice place, so we soften (blur)
its rough edges with evasive language.
This might be harmless self deception, but taking it further, what is the real difference between
gratifikasi (reward) and suap (bribery). Whatever semantic games we play, in many cases they
are both essentially the same thing. The only difference is that suap happens before the action it
pays for, while gratifikasi comes after it. The effect on the recipient’s bank account is exactly
the  same,  and  they  are  both  immoral.  They  are  very  often  “informal”  payments  to  secure
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benefit. The flow-on effect of preferring lapas and diamankan is  that  we can accept  the word
gratifikasi and not question its morality. Using it blurs the edges of the concept of bribery, and
(unless we really think about it) makes it seem morally acceptable. Verbal slippage (e.g. penjara
to lapas) extends to moral slippage – we can justify acts that violate morality by giving them a
fuzzy name.

This is only an extension of standard New Order diction – not usurping power from
Sukarno but Supersemar – with its clear reference to the likeable Javanese wayang kulit
character. Or Gestapu, linking the PKI (Indonesia Communist Party) with the savagery of the
German Gestapo. Or, the State sponsored killing of half a million people allegedly “directly or
indirectly” involved in the 1965 attempted ‘coup’. But, do not call it the massacre of the PKI – it
was only a pembubaran (disbanding) which sounds much nicer. It eases our collective
conscience and prevents us from reflecting on the morality of the act.

Once we accept the principle that the unpleasant can be rendered inoffensive by giving
it an inoffensive name, we open the doors for unacceptable moral behaviour to be made
acceptable  –  or  at  least  for  its  moral  status  to  be  made  uncertain.  When  these  words  become
embedded in the popular dialect, they are the first words we think of. If we are non-critical, they
are the words we will use. This is precisely what George Orwell (1946: 1-8) argued some seven
decades ago. Following his reference to slovenly language and foolish thoughts (cited above),
he observed:

When you think of a concrete object, you think wordlessly, and then, if you
want to describe the thing you have been visualizing you probably hunt about
until you find the exact words that seem to fit it. When you think of something
abstract you are more inclined to use words from the start, and unless you
make a conscious effort to prevent it, the existing dialect will come rushing in
and do the job for you, at the expense of blurring or even changing your
meaning.

A dialect which corrupts language by ameliorating the unpalatable can make it easier for us to
uncritically accept the immoral.

IMPLICATIONS
Research on the use and misuse of Indonesian can help us to understand the problems of moral
behavior that have afflicted some of the people of Indonesia. Our identity is a social product in
the dynamic interaction of our consciousness and capacity for knowledge on one hand, and our
physical and social environment on the other. According to Breakwell, in the construction of
self, “identity is being internalized and in turn provides infrastructure for meaning-making
which is continuously stable” (Breakwell 2010: 6.1).

In view of the foregoing discussion, and with the possibility of making a contribution to
the future of language study in Indonesia, there seems to be a need to explore issues of language
and morality that extend the existing literature of discourse analysis in the country. It is
necessary to look at the extent to which collective misuse of language suggests the possibility of
collectively social misbehavior in the society.3 If the misuse of language can be seen as related
to social misbehavior, the topic of this paper and its arguments may offer some lessons to
parents, language teachers and educators, particularly in Indonesia: a correct and appropriate use
of language should serve as a role model for our young generations, because it contributes to
clearer thought and better moral character.

My argument is that moral grammar has a complex set of rules, principles and concepts
which generate a person’s mental representation, and that this may enable that person “to
determine the deontic status of an infinite variety of acts and omissions” (Mikhail 2007:144).
However, some of its predetermined core properties are “innate”, and must be triggered and
shaped by appropriate experience. As Chomsky (2000) maintains, with their linguistic
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competence, normal children must be prepared to acquire language which reflects their
linguistic environment. A child brought up in Italy acquires a version of Italian. The same child
brought up in China acquires a version of Chinese. Children do not need to learn the formal
grammar. They only need to set the parameters in relation to their environment.

Harman (2005) argues that if we look at how children acquire language by way of their
I-grammar, then the same children should acquire their moral standards through their I-morality.
It should thus be unnecessary to purposely teach these moral standards unless there is a “poverty
of the moral stimulus”. I argue that this poverty does in fact exist, and evidence for its existence
can be found in the corruption of the national language and corresponding poverty in national
patterns of everyday morality. Hence it seems that greater exposure to formal moral instruction
may be necessary in the interests of broad “national advancement”.

NOTE
1 In recent years, many scholars tend to use “identity”, rather than “character” in social theory. While

character is considered to be relatively stable, permanent and internal to a person, identity is seen as
fluid and socially constructed. For the purpose of this paper, “character” and “identity”, along with
“moral character” and “social identity” will be adopted and used interchangeably where possible.
“Moral character”, “moral behavior”, and “morality” will be also used interchangeably because the
focus of this paper is on the language in use (social context).

2 I  am indebted  to  David  Henton,  who first  made me aware  of  the  problems of sosialisasi, lembaga
pemasyarakatan and kurang mampu. Insofar as the issues of linguistic corruption in Indonesian are
concerned, we have some common interests. However, he may disagree with the ways I deal with the
issues.

3 I am aware of the distinction made between Durhkemian “collective representations” and
Moscovician “social representations”. I will not enter the debates in this paper. Durkhemian
“collective conscience” refers to the shared beliefs and moral attitudes that give cohesion to a society.
This sort of “mechanical solidarity’ is important in simple societies, but this integrating principle is
less important in complex-modern societies where the advanced division of labor creates inter-
dependency (organic solidarity). To me, the focus of the Durkhemian method is on social rather than
psychological facts.

*  I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for very helpful comments on the earlier draft; and for
much earlier version
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APPENDIX

Excerpt of  Interview 1

Researcher: Have you, sir and madam, ever used (the word) sosialisasi?
Informant A: Yes. Sosialisasi. Often. Often use.
Informant B: Of, course. Often. From sosial with inflection, becoming sosialisasi. It can

be mensosialisasikan or disosialisasikan.
Researcher In your opinion, sir and madam, actually, what does sosialisasi mean?

Perhaps, you can give an example in a sentence?
Informant A: Sosialisasi means. Introducing something to public.
Informant B: Yes. To the community. So that people know about it, something from the

government. Such as gas-cylinder or law.
Researcher: So, mensosialisasikan means to inform to public?

Why not use memperkenalkan (introducing) or diperkenalkan (to be
introduced to), instead?

Informant B: Yes. Correct. For example … the government mensosialisasikan
(introduce) laws so that people know. The word sosial (social) fits well
for society.

Informant A: Exactly. Probably, usually it does not incur any charge. If the government
mensosialisasikan (introduce) something, they do not charge. The 3
kilogram cylinder gas is distributed free. This is just an example.

Researcher: Any other meanings? Have you ever looked up in a dictionary?
Informant A: Yes. I think I have ever done so. But, I cannot remember it well. But, the

common (meaning) of sosialisasi in that one (I mentioned before).
Informant B: Yes. The common meaning is that one. Menosialisasikan (introducing)

gas cylinder. Mensosialisasikan (introducing) rules …laws.
Researcher: Can children be disosialisasikan (socialized )?
Informant A: Mensosialisasikan (socializing) children? I don’t think so.

You mean. Children are diperkenalkan (introduced) to public?
Informant B: It can be if the children are being popularized. Such as becoming a

celebrity.
Informant A: Generally, it’s a thing or a law that is socialized…
Researcher: Let’s talk about something else. What about loncat (jump) and lompat

(jump)? Are they different?
Informant A: It seems synonymous. Loncat jauh (jump high)is the same as lompat jauh

(jump far)
Researcher: What about loncat tinggi (jump high)? Can we say lompat tinggi (jump

high)?
Informant A: Yes, it’s uncommon. I seldom hear (people say) lompat tinggi. It seems …

never. May be, (we) cannot say it like that.
Informant B: Melompat-lompat (to jump repeatedly) is the same as meloncat-loncat (to

jump repeatedly)
Researcher: Frog meloncat (jump) or melompat (jump)?
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Informant A: Usually melompat.
Researcher: If we say loncat refers to a vertical direction and lompat refers to a

horizontal direction?
Informant B: Correct. It seems better. Systematic.
Informant A: It’s strange. I think up to now it has never been discussed. It seems (the

meanings) are the same. Synonymous. The are interchangeable, but
vertical and horizontal is also possible. It’s better.

Researcher: What about susah, sukar and sulit (all refer to’ difficult’ state)’?
Informant B: Usually, they can be interchangeable. For example, sukar to find a job.

Susah or sulit to find a job.
Informant A: Yes. Quite similar. Only that, if her heart is susah[referring to ‘sad’ or

emotional state], it cannot be changed to her heart is sulit or sukar.
Researcher: If someone claims that susah refers to emotion, sukar refers to reasoning

[such as soving mathematical problems] and sulit refers to problematical
situation? Aren’t they more systematic? Consistent?

Informant B: Yes. .. clearer. But, people tend to use them interchangeably. In
dictionary, it seems no explanation (about it).

Informant A: It depends on the people … There are some people who like using susah
all of the time. There are people who like using sulit. It depends on the
context too.

Informan B: But, it’s better if they are systematized. The problem is that whether
people will follow (are happy to accept this classification).

Researcher: What about beragam-ragam and berbagai-bagai?
Informan A: What do you mean?
Researcher: Isn’t ragam (variety) a bound morphem? ‘Also, bagai ( variety)? If we

reduplicate them, they will become beragam-ragam and berbagai-bagai.
Like macam, becomes bermacam-macam (a variety of).

Informant A: But, beragam is already common.
Researcher: Isn’t it being cut short? Incomplete?
Informant A: Yes. Its’ true.
Informan B: Usually, it’s berbagai. Berbagai-bagai doen’t sound good. It’s just more

formal.
Informan A: Yes. berbagai-bagai sounds awkward. Beragam-ragam too.
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Excerpt of Interview 2
Researcher: Do you know the meaning of sosialisasi? Can you exemplify in a

sentence?
Informant C: Already heard (so many times). Mensosialisasikan (socializing) the use of

new uniform.
Informant D: Mensosialisasikan means introducing (something) to those who haven’t

known. Such as from the government… mensosialisasikan something.
Researcher: Have you ever heard a sentence ‘Children socialize themselves with their

environment?’
Informant C: It seems not yet. Can it be like that? But, it seems possible. Bersosialisasi.

Yes … something like get together. With friend.
Informant D: Not like that. Sosialisasi means becoming social. There are some

awareness (concern). Such as social concern.
Informant C: Yes… Yes…Correct…correct. It is possible.
Researcher: Do you often use susah, sulit or sukar when expressing something?
Informant C: It seems, if it is me ….(I) often use susah. Also, sulit, If sukar, (I) rarely

(use it). It depends on … the situation.
Informan D: It seems that sulit is better. If (we) use susah, it seems it related to

something bothersome.
Researcher: So, you more frequently use sulit than susah and sukar?
Informan D: Yes. Yes. More or less like that.
Informan C: Yes. It’s the same. But, I …(use) susah more frequently. Because, people

also like to use susah.
Researcher: Can you exemplify in a sentence … for susah and sulit?
Informan C: Oh… susah, I’m broke.
Informan D: To me …’ Don’t be susah-susah (bother) thinking about uncessary things.

Better do something; … more or less like that.
Researcher: Can we say ‘His heart is susah (aching) because his girl friend has left

him.’ And ‘His heart is sulit or sukar (aching) because his girl friend has
left him?

Informan C & D: Of course. It is impossible.
Researcher: So, does the three (words) have the same meaning?
Informan C: Yes. I have just thought about it. If susah … seems to refer to emotion.
Researcher: What about sukar.
Informan D: Similar, but referring to problem. For example, a difficult problem.
Researcher: Okay, difficult problem. But, what about sukar?
Informan C: I don’t know. Confused.
Informan D: Mathematics. Usually it is mathematics we say sukar. But, it can be the

other two. Depending on the speaker… whatever grabs him. For
example, my legs are sukar to be moved. (I have difficulty to move my
legs)
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Excerpt of Interview 3
Researcher:  What does LP stand for?
Informant E: Lembaga Pemasayarakatan. (Institution for socialization)
Informan F: Jail. Lapas is …prison (penjara), jail (bui).
Researcher: Does masyarakat ( people or society) outside the prison the same as

masyarakat (people or society) inside the prison?
Informan E & F: Different.
Informan E: A prison is for criminals.
Informan F: Masyarakat … like us.
Researcher: So, lapas is only for particular persons and not for masyarakat (people)

like us who are free?
Informan F: Convicts. Law offenders. A corrupt person like […]
Researcher: But, in your opinion, why is it called lembaga pemasyarakatan? Aren’t

those in the prison part of the society?
Informan F: Yes. Memasyarakatkan (to socialize) bad people. Oh yes, but it seems

impossible.
Informan E: Like a school. Bad people are placed in the prison. If they are released,

they can be accepted by their society. Already smart. Will never think of
commiting crimes again.

Informan F: Well … you must be wrong. How can they become smart. There are a lot
of smart people are jailed. Those who are not guilty are also sentenced to
jail.

Informan E: Wait a second. Smart means they have been brainwashed. Not going to
commit a crime. Those who used drugs are also sent to jail, but they are
not criminals. They are just ‘self-destructive’. Their families become sad,
something like that.

Researcher: But, you said that masyarakat is for good people. Jail is for bad people?
Why is jail called masyarakat (society or people)? Why not a place for
rehabilitating law offenders? And, not LP.

Informant E: Probably, it is just too long?
Informan F: I have no ideas. LP is LP. Jail. Continuously (people are) being watched.
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Excerpt of Interview 4
Reseacher: Have you ever heard th word kurang mampu?
Informant G & H: Yes.
Researcher: Do you know the meaning?
Informan G: Isn’t it the same as miskin (poor)… orang miskin (poor people)?
Informan H: Orang miskin (poor people; the poor) is usually called orang kurang

mampu (less able people).
Researcher: Is it correct that miskin (poor) the same as kurang mampu (less able)? If

kurang mampu (less able), what is the measurement? Miskin (poor?)
Informan G: Difficult to measure. But, miskin means (that one) has no money, isn’t it?
Reseacher: Is kurang mampu (less able) means the same as have no money? Are you

sure have no money?
Informan G: Yes, sure, there is … but just a little.
Informan H: Yes. Kurang mampu means having a little money. Treasure. Miskin, we

have to beg to other people.
Researcher: But, why they are treated as synonymous.
Informant G: I have no idea. I just follow what other say.
Informan H: I don’t know too. We learned from our teachers. Our teachers learned

from their teachers.
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Exceprt of Interview 5
Researcher: Can you make a sentence using sosialisasi, madam?
Informan I: Sosialisasi? The university is going to mensosialisasikan (introduce) a

regulation that forbids smoking in the campus.
Researcher: What is disosialisasikan (being introduced) and who is disosialisasikan

(being introduced)?
Informan I : Of course, the regulation.
Researcher: Isn’t the people? University students and staf … and visitors?
Informan I: The forbidding regulation which is disosialisasikan (introduced).
Informan J: Yes… being introduced as regulation. Like the government that

mensosialisasikan (introduce) the wearing of helmet.
Researcher: If I say ‘children are bersosialisasi or disosialisasikan (socialize

themselves with or being socialized into) their environment’, what do you
say?

Informan I: Isn’t environment that is being socialized to the children?
Informan J: Something like that.
Researcher: All right. Have you, sir and madam, ever used bermacam-macam (a

variety of or various).
Informan I: Yes. Frequently. To shop bermacam-macam ( a variety of) things.
Informan J: Yes. Correct.
Researcher: What about berbagai (a variety of), can it be berbagai-bagai. For

example, berbagai-bagai (a variety of) things?
Informan I: I think it is not common. No one ever use berbagai-bagai. If it is berbagai,

yes … berbagai cara ( various ways), berbagai kendaraan (a variety of
vehicles).

Informan J: Yeah.. berbagai orang (various people), berbagai makanan (various
(types) of food). Sometimes, berbagai-macam (various types of food).
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	This is only an extension of standard New Order diction – not usurping power from Sukarno but Supersemar – with its clear reference to the likeable Javanese wayang kulit character. Or Gestapu, linking the PKI (Indonesia Communist Party) with the savagery of the German Gestapo. Or, the State sponsored killing of half a million people allegedly “directly or indirectly” involved in the 1965 attempted ‘coup’. But, do not call it the massacre of the PKI – it was only a pembubaran (disbanding) which sounds much nicer. It eases our collective conscience and prevents us from reflecting on the morality of the act.
	Once we accept the principle that the unpleasant can be rendered inoffensive by giving it an inoffensive name, we open the doors for unacceptable moral behaviour to be made acceptable – or at least for its moral status to be made uncertain. When these words become embedded in the popular dialect, they are the first words we think of. If we are non-critical, they are the words we will use. This is precisely what George Orwell (1946: 1-8) argued some seven decades ago. Following his reference to slovenly language and foolish thoughts (cited above), he observed:
	When you think of a concrete object, you think wordlessly, and then, if you want to describe the thing you have been visualizing you probably hunt about until you find the exact words that seem to fit it. When you think of something abstract you are more inclined to use words from the start, and unless you make a conscious effort to prevent it, the existing dialect will come rushing in and do the job for you, at the expense of blurring or even changing your meaning.
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	Informant A:
	Yes. I think I have ever done so. But, I cannot remember it well. But, the common (meaning) of sosialisasi in that one (I mentioned before).
	Informant B:
	Yes. The common meaning is that one. Menosialisasikan (introducing) gas cylinder. Mensosialisasikan (introducing) rules …laws.
	Researcher:
	Can children be disosialisasikan (socialized )?
	Informant A:
	Informant A:
	Mensosialisasikan (socializing) children? I don’t think so.You mean. Children are diperkenalkan (introduced) to public?
	Informant B:
	It can be if the children are being popularized. Such as becoming a celebrity.
	Informant A:
	Generally, it’s a thing or a law that is socialized…
	Researcher:
	Let’s talk about something else. What about loncat (jump) and lompat (jump)? Are they different?
	Informant A:
	It seems synonymous. Loncat jauh (jump high)is the same as lompat jauh (jump far)
	Researcher:
	What about loncat tinggi (jump high)? Can we say lompat tinggi (jump high)?
	Informant A:
	Yes, it’s uncommon. I seldom hear (people say) lompat tinggi. It seems … never. May be, (we) cannot say it like that.
	Informant B:
	Melompat-lompat (to jump repeatedly) is the same as meloncat-loncat (to jump repeatedly)
	Researcher:
	Frog meloncat (jump) or melompat (jump)?
	Informant A:
	Usually melompat.
	Researcher:
	If we say loncat refers to a vertical direction and lompat refers to a horizontal direction?
	Informant B:
	Correct. It seems better. Systematic.
	Informant A:
	It’s strange. I think up to now it has never been discussed. It seems (the meanings) are the same. Synonymous. The are interchangeable, but vertical and horizontal is also possible. It’s better.
	Researcher:
	What about susah, sukar and sulit (all refer to’ difficult’ state)’?
	Informant B:
	Usually, they can be interchangeable. For example, sukar to find a job. Susah or sulit to find a job.
	Informant A:
	Yes. Quite similar. Only that, if her heart is susah[referring to ‘sad’ or emotional state], it cannot be changed to her heart is sulit or sukar.
	Researcher:
	If someone claims that susah refers to emotion, sukar refers to reasoning [such as soving mathematical problems] and sulit refers to problematical situation? Aren’t they more systematic? Consistent?
	Informant B:
	Yes. .. clearer. But, people tend to use them interchangeably. In dictionary, it seems no explanation (about it).
	Informant A:
	It depends on the people … There are some people who like using susah all of the time. There are people who like using sulit. It depends on the context too.
	Informan B:
	But, it’s better if they are systematized. The problem is that whether people will follow (are happy to accept this classification).
	Researcher:
	What about beragam-ragam and berbagai-bagai?
	Informan A:
	What do you mean?
	Researcher:
	Isn’t ragam (variety) a bound morphem? ‘Also, bagai ( variety)? If we reduplicate them, they will become beragam-ragam and berbagai-bagai. Like macam, becomes bermacam-macam (a variety of).
	Informant A:
	But, beragam is already common.
	Researcher:
	Isn’t it being cut short? Incomplete?
	Informant A:
	Yes. Its’ true.
	Informan B:
	Usually, it’s berbagai. Berbagai-bagai doen’t sound good. It’s just more formal.
	Informan A:
	Yes. berbagai-bagai sounds awkward. Beragam-ragam too.
	Excerpt of Interview 2
	Researcher:
	Do you know the meaning of sosialisasi? Can you exemplify in a sentence?
	Informant C:
	Already heard (so many times). Mensosialisasikan (socializing) the use of new uniform.
	Informant D:
	Mensosialisasikan means introducing (something) to those who haven’t known. Such as from the government… mensosialisasikan something.
	Researcher:
	Have you ever heard a sentence ‘Children socialize themselves with their environment?’
	Informant C:
	It seems not yet. Can it be like that? But, it seems possible. Bersosialisasi. Yes … something like get together. With friend.
	Informant D:
	Not like that. Sosialisasi means becoming social. There are some awareness (concern). Such as social concern.
	Informant C:
	Yes… Yes…Correct…correct. It is possible.
	Researcher:
	Do you often use susah, sulit or sukar when expressing something?
	Informant C:
	It seems, if it is me ….(I) often use susah. Also, sulit, If sukar, (I) rarely (use it). It depends on … the situation.
	Informan D:
	It seems that sulit is better. If (we) use susah, it seems it related to something bothersome.
	Researcher:
	So, you more frequently use sulit than susah and sukar?
	Informan D:
	Yes. Yes. More or less like that.
	Informan C:
	Yes. It’s the same. But, I …(use) susah more frequently. Because, people also like to use susah.
	Researcher:
	Can you exemplify in a sentence … for susah and sulit?
	Informan C:
	Oh… susah, I’m broke.
	Informan D:
	To me …’ Don’t be susah-susah (bother) thinking about uncessary things. Better do something; … more or less like that.
	Researcher:
	Can we say ‘His heart is susah (aching) because his girl friend has left him.’ And ‘His heart is sulit or sukar (aching) because his girl friend has left him?
	Informan C & D:
	Of course. It is impossible.
	Researcher:
	So, does the three (words) have the same meaning?
	Informan C:
	Yes. I have just thought about it. If susah … seems to refer to emotion.
	Researcher:
	What about sukar.
	Informan D:
	Similar, but referring to problem. For example, a difficult problem.
	Researcher:
	Okay, difficult problem. But, what about sukar?
	Informan C:
	I don’t know. Confused.
	Informan D:
	Mathematics. Usually it is mathematics we say sukar. But, it can be the other two. Depending on the speaker… whatever grabs him. For example, my legs are sukar to be moved. (I have difficulty to move my legs)
	Excerpt of Interview 3
	Researcher:
	What does LP stand for?
	Informant E:
	Lembaga Pemasayarakatan. (Institution for socialization)
	Informan F:
	Jail. Lapas is …prison (penjara), jail (bui).
	Researcher:
	Does masyarakat ( people or society) outside the prison the same as masyarakat (people or society) inside the prison?
	Informan E & F:
	Different.
	Informan E:
	A prison is for criminals.
	Informan F:
	Masyarakat … like us.
	Researcher:
	So, lapas is only for particular persons and not for masyarakat (people) like us who are free?
	Informan F:
	Convicts. Law offenders. A corrupt person like […]
	Researcher:
	But, in your opinion, why is it called lembaga pemasyarakatan? Aren’t those in the prison part of the society?
	Informan F:
	Yes. Memasyarakatkan (to socialize) bad people. Oh yes, but it seems impossible.
	Informan E:
	Like a school. Bad people are placed in the prison. If they are released, they can be accepted by their society. Already smart. Will never think of commiting crimes again.
	Informan F:
	Well … you must be wrong. How can they become smart. There are a lot of smart people are jailed. Those who are not guilty are also sentenced to jail.
	Informan E:
	Wait a second. Smart means they have been brainwashed. Not going to commit a crime. Those who used drugs are also sent to jail, but they are not criminals. They are just ‘self-destructive’. Their families become sad, something like that.
	Researcher:
	But, you said that masyarakat is for good people. Jail is for bad people? Why is jail called masyarakat (society or people)? Why not a place for rehabilitating law offenders? And, not LP.
	Informant E:
	Probably, it is just too long?
	Informan F:
	I have no ideas. LP is LP. Jail. Continuously (people are) being watched.
	Excerpt of Interview 4
	Reseacher:
	Have you ever heard th word kurang mampu?
	Informant G & H:
	Yes.
	Researcher:
	Do you know the meaning?
	Informan G:
	Isn’t it the same as miskin (poor)… orang miskin (poor people)?
	Informan H:
	Orang miskin (poor people; the poor) is usually called orang kurang mampu (less able people).
	Researcher:
	Is it correct that miskin (poor) the same as kurang mampu (less able)? If kurang mampu (less able), what is the measurement? Miskin (poor?)
	Informan G:
	Difficult to measure. But, miskin means (that one) has no money, isn’t it?
	Reseacher:
	Is kurang mampu (less able) means the same as have no money? Are you sure have no money?
	Informan G:
	Yes, sure, there is … but just a little.
	Informan H:
	Yes. Kurang mampu means having a little money. Treasure. Miskin, we have to beg to other people.
	Researcher:
	But, why they are treated as synonymous.
	Informant G:
	I have no idea. I just follow what other say.
	Informan H:
	I don’t know too. We learned from our teachers. Our teachers learned from their teachers.
	Exceprt of Interview 5
	Researcher:
	Can you make a sentence using sosialisasi, madam?
	Informan I:
	Sosialisasi? The university is going to mensosialisasikan (introduce) a regulation that forbids smoking in the campus.
	Researcher:
	What is disosialisasikan (being introduced) and who is disosialisasikan (being introduced)?
	Informan I :
	Of course, the regulation.
	Researcher:
	Isn’t the people? University students and staf … and visitors?
	Informan I:
	The forbidding regulation which is disosialisasikan (introduced).
	Informan J:
	Yes… being introduced as regulation. Like the government that mensosialisasikan (introduce) the wearing of helmet.
	Researcher:
	If I say ‘children are bersosialisasi or disosialisasikan (socialize themselves with or being socialized into) their environment’, what do you say?
	Informan I:
	Isn’t environment that is being socialized to the children?
	Informan J:
	Something like that.
	Researcher:
	All right. Have you, sir and madam, ever used bermacam-macam (a variety of or various).
	Informan I:
	Yes. Frequently. To shop bermacam-macam ( a variety of) things.
	Informan J:
	Yes. Correct.
	Researcher:
	What about berbagai (a variety of), can it be berbagai-bagai. For example, berbagai-bagai (a variety of) things?
	Informan I:
	I think it is not common. No one ever use berbagai-bagai. If it is berbagai, yes … berbagai cara ( various ways), berbagai kendaraan (a variety of vehicles).
	Informan J:
	Yeah.. berbagai orang (various people), berbagai makanan (various (types) of food). Sometimes, berbagai-macam (various types of food).

